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ABSTRACT
The Vienna RNA Websuite is a comprehensive col-
lection of tools for folding, design and analysis of
RNA sequences. It provides a web interface to the
most commonly used programs of the Vienna RNA
package. Among them, we find folding of single and
aligned sequences, prediction of RNA–RNA interac-
tions, and design of sequences with a given struc-
ture. Additionally, we provide analysis of folding
landscapes using the barriers program and struc-
tural RNA alignments using LocARNA. The web
server together with software packages for down-
load is freely accessible at http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last years, the world of RNA molecules has
become a focus of research in molecular biology. This is
mainly due to ﬁndings that revealed a huge variety of
functional RNAs that act besides or in concert with
proteins to fulﬁll the complex biological functions inside a
cell. Consequently, the need for bioinformatical tools to
analyse RNA sequences and structures has risen sharply.
The Vienna RNA package (1) is a comprehensive collec-
tion of tools that oﬀers state of the art algorithms for
RNA folding, comparison, and prediction of RNA–RNA
interactions. In addition, there is a set of related programs
that utilize core programs of the package, such as the
barriers program, which gives insights into RNA second-
ary structure energy landscapes, or LocARNA that
generates structural alignments.
The Vienna RNA secondary structure server was origi-
nally developed in 2003 (2) and oﬀered a web interface to
the most basic programs of the Vienna RNA package.
In this contribution, we report on updated versions of our
existing services, namely structure prediction of single
sequences (RNAfold), consensus structure prediction on
a set of aligned sequences (RNAalifold) and sequence
design (RNAinverse). We also present new services for
RNA–RNA interaction prediction (RNAcofold, RNAup),
generation of structural alignments (LocARNA) and fold-
ing kinetics (barriers, treekin).
GENERAL REMARKS
The design of the servers was guided by the aim to provide
a uniform interface to our programs. Each server presents
an index page with a brief description of the service, input
ﬁelds for entering or uploading data, as well as the ability
to set various parameters aﬀecting the computation and
the output. Options are grouped into commonly used
ones, which are always visible under the ‘basic options’
heading. Less frequently used options or options that
require some expert knowledge can be found in the ﬁeld
set ‘advanced options’, which is by default hidden to keep
the index page uncluttered. All services use the standard
RNA energy parameters from the Turner group (3) by
default. In addition, one can select a set of parameters
derived by training on both thermodynamic data and
known structures, as recently proposed by Andronescu
et al. (4). Parameters for folding single stranded DNA
sequences (5) are provided as well. Default settings have
been carefully chosen so that adjustment of parameters is
rarely needed to obtain good results. Once the input data
is entered and the calculation has been started by hitting
the ‘Proceed’ button, the job is sent to a queueing system,
which automatically distributes the job to free resources.
The user is informed about the status of the job via a
self updating intermediate page, which automatically
forwards to the results page as soon as the job is ﬁnished.
An AJAX-based polling strategy is used to minimize the
traﬃc during the updating procedure.
All servers are equipped with test input data to demon-
strate their functionality. A general help page explains
basic parameters and algorithms. Furthermore, a short
explanation for each option and parameter is given in the
form of a pop-up help. Each server oﬀers the possibility to
notify the user upon completion of the job via email.
Graphical output from the server is provided in several
formats. In all cases, we generate vector graphics in
encapsulated Postscript (EPS) format, since these oﬀer the
highest print quality and many of our programs embed
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Postscript is however not ideal for viewing within the
browser. We therefore oﬀer structure drawings as scalable
vector graphics (SVG) embedded in the output page. Most
modern Internet browsers can display SVG images either
natively (Firefox, Opera) or with the help of a plugin
(http://www.adobe.com/svg). The possibility to generate
interactive SVG images by embedding Javascript makes
this format particularly attractive for web applications.
Since not all platforms support Postscript without the
need to install additional software (such as ghostscript,
http://www.ghostscript.com), we also provide ﬁles in the
more commonly used portable document format (PDF) as
well as the possibility to convert EPS ﬁles via an online
image converter to various bitmap formats such as GIF
and PNG.
To avoid overloading our server, the size of input data is
limited for each server individually. Detailed restrictions
for each server are stated on their index pages. If submitted
calculations exceed the limits of our server, the user should
consider installing the software locally. As each server
returns equivalent command line calls with all necessary
options and input ﬁles, one can easily get familiar with the
programs and their usage.
THE RNAfold SERVER
RNAfold is one of the core programs of the Vienna RNA
package. It can be used to predict the minimum free energy
(MFE) secondary structure of single sequences using the
dynamic programming algorithm originally proposed by
Zuker and Stiegler (6). In addition to MFE folding,
equilibrium base-pairing probabilities are calculated via
John McCaskill’s partition function (PF) algorithm (7).
Both algorithms have been recently extended to consider
circular RNA sequences (8).
The input, a single RNA or DNA sequence in plain text
or FASTA format, can be pasted into the text box or
uploaded as a ﬁle. Additionally, one can enter structure
constraints (e.g. derived from structure probing experi-
ments) in a separate text box. By default, both the MFE
and PF algorithm will be computed.
The RNAfold server output contains the predicted
MFE secondary structure in the usual dot-bracket nota-
tion, additionally mfold-style Connect (ct) ﬁles (9) can be
downloaded. The secondary structure together with the
sequence can be passed on to the RNAeval web server,
which gives a detailed thermodynamic description accord-
ing to the loop-based energy model. When PF folding was
selected, base-pairing probabilities were visualized in form
of a Postscript dot plot. A dot-plot is a 2D graph, where
each possible base-pair is marked by a box which size is
proportional to the probability of the corresponding base-
pair in a n   n grid. The dot-plot therefore provides
information on all possible structures rather than a single
optimal one.
Since RNA structure prediction is error-prone, it is
important to augment predicted structures with reliability
information. Various kinds of reliability annotation can
be derived from the results of partition function folding.
First, we list the centroid structure (10), i.e. the structure
with minimal base-pair distance to all structures in the
thermodynamic ensemble (which in turn can be computed
simply as the structure containing all pairs with P >0:5).
A high similarity between centroid and MFE structure
indicates a reliable prediction. Another global measure of
reliability is the ensemble diversity, which is the average
base-pair distance between all structures in the Boltzmann
ensemble.
In addition, we provide structure drawings that are
colour annotated using local (per base) reliability
measures. Here each base is colored by the positional
entropy, where the entropy of base i is given by
S ¼ 
P
j6¼i pij logpij   pu
i logpu
i , pij is the probability of
forming the pair (i,j) and pu
i ¼ 1  
P
j6¼i pij. Alternatively,
bases can be colored by probability, using the pair
probability for paired bases and the probability of
remaining unpaired p
u
i otherwise. These structure drawings
are given both as EPS ﬁles as well as interactive SVG
images. Finally, we produce a mountain plot, i.e. a graph
that plots sequence position versus the number of base
pairs that enclose that position (on average for base-pair
probabilities), depicting the MFE structure, the centroid
structure and pair probabilities. A sample output page of
the RNAfold web server is shown in Figure 1B.
THE RNAalifold SERVER
RNAalifold predicts the consensus structure of a set of
aligned DNA or RNA sequences (11). It extends standard
dynamic programming algorithms for RNA secondary
structure prediction (6) by averaging the energy contribu-
tions over all sequences and incorporating covariation
terms into the energy model to reward compensatory
mutations and penalize non-compatible base-pairs. Again,
it supports prediction of the minimum free energy struc-
ture and base-pairing probabilities and can handle circular
sequences.
The input is a single multiple sequence alignment in
CLUSTAL W or FASTA format. There are only two
additional parameters compared to the RNAfold server,
namely ‘Weight of covariance term’ and ‘Penalty for non-
compatible sequences’ which aﬀect the covariance scoring
schema and the penalization of non-compatible base-
pairs of the RNAalifold algorithm. The output is similar
to that of the RNAfold server, but also features a
structure annotated alignment. Plots are augmented by a
special colouring schema that indicates compensatory
mutations. Note that the more mutations are observed
that support a certain base-pair, the more evidence is given
that this base-pair might be correctly predicted.
THE RNAinverse SERVER
The RNAinverse server ﬁnds sequences that ﬁt into a pre-
deﬁned secondary structure. The input is a single second-
ary structure in dot-bracket notation. Additionally, one
can enter an optional start sequence. The functional-
ity and layout of this server basically equals the 2003
version (2), however, it is now capable to predict up to
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readily submitted to the RNAfold server for detailed
analysis.
THE RNAcofold SERVER
RNAcofold computes the hybridization energy and base-
pairing pattern of two RNA sequences [12]. In short, this
is accomplished by concatenating the sequences and
treating the loop containing the concatenation point as
an exterior loop. The limitation of this approach is that
some common interaction motifs, such as kissing hairpins,
cannot be predicted due to the knot-free condition of the
Zuker algorithm. Besides providing base-pair probabilities
the PF can be used to compute equilibrium constants
for the dimerization reaction. This in turn can be used to
predict dimer and monomer concentrations from the start
concentrations of monomers.
The input consists of two sequences, which can either
be pasted into two separate text ﬁelds or uploaded as two
separate FASTA ﬁles. In addition to commonly used
options of the Vienna RNA package, user deﬁned initial
concentrations of the monomers can be speciﬁed. We also
provide a list of pre-deﬁned initial concentrations, which
are then used to generate concentration dependency plots,
in the form of contour maps showing the relative con-
centrations of all ﬁve species, i.e. the two homodimers, the
heteromer as well as the two monomers, with varying
monomer start concentrations. For the special case of two
identical sequences, the concentration dependency plot is
reduced to an xy-graph showing the initial concentration
versus the relative concentrations of the monomer and
the dimer. In general, the output is similar to that of
RNAfold. The two sequences are concatenated and the
concatenation point is indicated by an ampersand. In
addition to GAB, the free energy of the heterodimer
of sequence A and sequence B, Gbinding ¼ GAB 
GA   GB is listed. Free energies and dot plots for all
ﬁve species are provided. For detailed information
and interpretation of these results we refer to ref. (12).
THE RNAup SERVER
The RNAup program (13,14) follows a diﬀerent strategy
for predicting RNA–RNA interactions. It models the total
binding energy for the interaction at a particular site as
Gbinding ¼ GA
u þ GB
u þ Gh, where GA;B
u is the free
energy required to make the binding region in molecule A
or B accessible by removing intra-molecular structure,
while Gh denotes the free energy gained from forming
the inter-molecular duplex. RNAup therefore ﬁrst calcu-
lates the accessibility (or opening energy) for every stretch
of bases up to a certain length for both molecules. In
a second step, the interaction free energy is computed and
combined with the opening energies to get the total bind-
ing energies.
The input of the RNAup server consists of two
sequences, which can either be pasted into two separate
text ﬁelds or uploaded as two separate FASTA ﬁles.
Speciﬁc options for this server are the maximal length of
theunstructuredregion asexplainedearlierandathreshold
for the maximum length of interaction. In the advanced
options set, the user can additionally choose to calculate
the accessibility individually for diﬀerent types of loops,
such as hairpins or interior loops. The output consists
of the optimal interaction site, the secondary structure of
the duplex formed and the total free energy of binding.
In addition, RNAup produces a text ﬁle containing the
best binding energy for each position along the longer
sequence. The same information is also provided as an x–y
plot for the vicinity of the optimal-binding site.
THE BARRIERS SERVER
Rather than folding directly into their thermodynamic
ground state, some RNA molecules form long-lived meta-
stable structures. Thus, the equilibrium view as provided
by RNAfold is not always suﬃcient, and one has to resort
to methods that consider kinetics of RNA folding.
Whether folding of a particular RNA molecule is gov-
erned by thermodynamics or folding kinetics depends on
properties of the energy landscape, such as the height of
energy barriers between ground state and possible folding
intermediates.
The barriers program (15) performs an analysis of the
energy landscape by identifying all local minima and the
energy barriers separating them. This information can be
conveniently depicted in the form of a barrier tree in which
local minima are represented as leaves, while interior
nodes represent the saddle points and the length of the
edges is proportional to energy barriers. Furthermore, the
barrier tree can be used as the basis of a coarse graining of
the energy landscape by contracting all conformations
belonging to a single local minimum into one macrostate.
Since the number of such macrostates is small, the folding
dynamics in this coarse grained representation can be
computed by directly integrating the master equation for
the underlying Markov process, as implemented in the
treekin program. For further details, we refer to ref. (16).
The barriers server uses a single sequence as input,
which can either be pasted or uploaded as FASTA ﬁle.
Since the analysis of folding dynamics is computationally
much harder than thermodynamic folding, the service is
limited to fairly short sequences (currently 100 nt). Beside
common options, the user can deﬁne the number of local
minima as well as a minimum height for energy barriers.
The output features the barrier tree and the transition
rate matrix between macrostates. Moreover, we compute
optimal re-folding pathways between the 10 best local
minima. The user can explore these refolding pathways
via interactive SVG animations, which move through the
re-folding path while updating the position in the energy
proﬁle, as well the current structure in a circular and con-
ventional structure drawing. The animation allows struc-
ture morphing similar to the RNAmovies program (17).
To obtain detailed predictions of the folding kinetics,
we provide an interface to the treekin program (16), which
uses macrostates and transition rates computed by the
barriers program. To start a simulation with the treekin
program, the user only has to choose an initial structure,
as well as start and end time. Results are presented as
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Simulations are performed on the ﬂy and can be repeated
with diﬀerent initial conditions directly from the results
page without the need to recompute the barriers tree.
A sample output page of the barriers web server is shown
in Figure 1A.
THE LocARNA SERVER
LocARNA (18) is a tool for producing structural multiple
sequence alignments of RNA sequences. It is a variant of
the Sankoﬀ algorithm (19) for simultaneous folding and
alignment of RNA sequences. The unrestricted Sankoﬀ
Figure 1. (A) Screenshot of a sample output of the barriers server. We display the barrier tree and provide the transition rates matrix for download.
Folding pathways between the 10 best local minima can be explored via an interactive, animated SVG ﬁle. For folding kinetic analysis, we provide an
interface to the treekin program. The user can select an initial structure and a time interval. Results of the simulation will be automatically loaded into the
results page. Note that simulations can be run without the need to recalculate the barrier tree. (B) Screenshot of a sample output of the RNAfold web
server. The output is grouped into three sections. First, we provide results for the minimum free energy (MFE) prediction in form of the secondary
structure in dot bracket notation and the free energy. Second, we list results from partition function folding, which are the ensemble free energy, the
frequency of the MFE structure, the ensemble diversity and base-pairing probabilities in form of a dot plot. Additionally, we provide the centroid
structure in dot bracket notation. Last, there are various graphical representation such as a secondary structure drawing and a mountain plot. An SVG ﬁle
is embedded into the page to interactively explore reliability information in terms of base-pairing probabilities or positional entropy.
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as Oðn6Þ in CPU time and Oðn4Þ in memory. LocARNA
employs a number of techniques to reduce computational
complexity, most importantly by restricting the algorithm
to thermodynamically likely base pairs using pair prob-
abilities as computed by RNAfold. Multiple alignments
are computed using progressive pairwise alignment along
a guide tree. The current LocARNA contains several
recent improvements compared to the version described in
(18). Most notably, the use of stack probabilities (20),
Ribosum matrices (21) instead of simple match/mismatch
scores, aﬃne gap costs, as well as optimized default
parameters.
Input to the LocARNA server consists of RNA
sequences in multiple FASTA format, which can either
be pasted or uploaded. In the basic options ﬁeld, the user
can select between local and global sequence alignments.
Scoring parameter, such as the choice between Ribosum
or simple match/mismatch scores, gap costs, the sequence
versus structure weight, can be changed in the advanced
options section. Parameters aﬀecting the speed versus
accuracy trade oﬀ such as the minimal base-pair prob-
ability, can also be adjusted by the user. This probability
threshold can be deﬁned separately for the guide tree
construction and the progressive alignment phase. As an
output, we provide the structural alignment in CLUSTAL
W format, which can either be downloaded or passed on
to the RNAalifold server for consensus structure predic-
tion and further analysis.
IMPLEMENTATION
The web server was implemented using Apache, Perl,
BioPerl (22), CGI and client-side JavaScript. As of writing
this article, the system makes use of two Intel Core 2 Quad
machines for performing the calculations.
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